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This paper studies continuity properties of the marginal multifunction and 
solution multifunction for optimization problems with respect to a preorder 
relation. Among others, we present a number of results which are generalizations to 
multicriteria problems of Theorems due to C. Berge, W. Hogan, T. Tanino, and 
Y. Sawaragi. ‘(’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
The study of the behaviour of the value and solution set of a 
parametrized optimization problem 
max,f(w ~1, x E F(w) (1) 
where w E W is a parameter, F(w) is a feasible set, is both of theoretical 
importance and of practical interest. Here we consider the case in which 
problem (1) is a multiobjective optimization problem. Namely, we suppose 
f is a mapping from W x X, where X is the decision space, into a 
topological space Y endowed with a preorder relation P and FI W + X is 
a multifunction. For most cases of practical interest Y is R” with the order 
given by R; , where R is the space of real numbers and rWT = {(y, ,..., y,) E 
R”: y, 3 0, i = l,..., n}, or a topological vector space endowed with the order 
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induced by a convex cone C (i.e., AC = C for A > 0, C is a convex subset, 
and yPz means z-y EC). Although we are primarily interested in this 
situation we do not limit our study to this framework as the proofs are not 
more complicated in the case of a general preorder relation on a 
topological space Y. Thus we encompass the case of domination structures 
studied by several authors. Moreover as no linear structure is involved, the 
distinction between the objective space Y and the decision space X can be 
bypassed, at least when f does not depend on the parameter, as f: X + Y 
induces a preorder Pf on X by x cP, x’ iff f(x) < pf(~‘). When f depends 
on the parameter, one has to consider moving preorders but the situation 
is basically the same, although more involved. This is done in Section 5. 
After we set in a more precise form the problems we consider and give 
some preliminary notions and results about multifunctions, we study in 
Sections 2 and 3 respectively the case of an open relation P (quasi 
efficiency) and the case of a closed relation (efficiency). They appear to be 
quite different. Our results deal with closedness and continuity properties 
of the solution multifunctions S: W -G X and the value or marginal mul- 
tifunction M: W -+ Y. They generalize results due to C. Berge, W. Hogan, 
T. Tanino, and Y. Sawaragi but do not encompass completely the results 
obtained in the scalar case since the behaviour of A4 is considered in purely 
topological terms whereas the usual marginal function is studied in terms 
of usual semicontinuity properties which involve both the order and the 
topology of R. This point of view will be considered elsewhere. Also the 
case of proper efficiency is deferred to another paper but we consider in 
Section 4 another notion of maximality or efficiency up to indifference and 
show that in general it does not yield as natural results as the ones we get 
in Sections 2 and 3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us give now a precise formulation of the problems we have in mind 
and let us recall some useful material. 
We consider a topological space Y endowed with a transitive relation P, 
which we shall call a strict preorder or preorder if P is irreflexive or 
reflexive, respectively. We say that P is reflexive if yPy holds true for any 
YE Y and that P is irreflexive if yPy never holds true. To justify the ter- 
minology let us observe that adjoining equality defines an embedding of the 
set of strict preorders on Y into the set of preorders. More precisely, any 
strict preorder P yields a preorder PC given by yP, z if and only if yPz or 
y=z, for y, z E Y. Moreover this terminology is consistent with the com- 
mon use of inequalities and strict inequalities. Instead of yPz we shall write 
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frequently y < p z or (y, 2) E P, identifying P with its graph in Y x Y. For 
any relation R on Y and any A c Y we define R(A) = { y E Y: 3a E A aRy } 
in other words R(A) = UoEA R(u), where we write R(a) instead of R( {u}). 
Hence z E P(y) if and only if y < p z, 
P(A)= {YE Y: 3UEA a -cpy} and P-‘(A)= {YE Y:3ueAy -CPU}. 
The relation P is said to be closed (resp. open) if its graph 
{(y, z) E Y x Y: yPz} is closed (resp. open) in Y x Y. 
Recall that an element e of a subset B of Y is said to be maximal (or 
nondominated or efficient) in B (and we write e E e,(B)) if {by B: ePb, 
bfe} =@ [l-3]. 
When Y is a topological vector space with P induced by a closed convex 
cone, one speaks about Pareto maximal points or cone efficient points and 
when P is induced by an open convex cone one speaks about weak Pareto 
points or cone quasi efficient points; see, for instance, [4-l 11. However, in 
Refs. [S, 7, S] eE B is said to be efficient if there is no bE B such that ePb 
and not bPe. This concept will be considered in Section 4, the main bulk of 
this paper being devoted to the more usual notion given above. Let us just 
remark for the moment that these two notions coincide when P is assumed 
to be antisymmetric (i.e., yPz and zPy iffy = z); when P is given by a cone 
C, this means that C is pointed (i.e., C n (-C) = (0)). More references on 
this subject can be found in the above-mentioned papers. 
We shall consider also supremal points [12] defined by: eE Y is a 
supremul point of B if e E ep( B), where, here and in the sequel, we denote by 
i? the closure of a subset B of Y. With this notion we recover the 
supremum of a subset when Y is the space of real numbers with its usual 
order. 
The maximization in (1) asks for maximal points in the sense defined 
above. Moreover we set for w E W 
M(w) = eAf(w, F(w))) = eAG(w)) 
M,(w) = e,(f’(w, F(w))) =f(w, S(w)) = e,(G(w)) 
where G: W -2 Y and G: W --c, Y are given by G(w) =f( {w} x F(w)), 
G(w) = G(w) and where S(w) is the set of x E F(w) such that there exist no 
x’ E F(w) with f(w, x) < pf(w, x’) (the set of solutions in the sense of 
Pareto maximization). 
Observe that when Y= IR! with its usual order then 
M(w) = {m(w)) with m(w)= sup ,f(w, x) 
reF(w) 
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provided that the marginal function m is finite at u’, while M, cannot be 
given such an interpretation. 
Assume now that W, X are topological spaces as well. The continuity 
results we have in view for the multifunctions M, M,, S are quite different 
whether efficiency (a closed relation I’) or quasi effkiency (an open 
relation P) is considered. This subject has been studied by many authors 
for real valued objective functions, for instance, in [13-19-j, as well as for 
vector valued functions [20, 211. 
Let us recall now some definitions of continuity for multifunctions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A multifunction F: W ---I, X is said to be: 
(i) lower continuous (l.c.) at (w,, x0) E Wx X if for any 
neighbourhood V of x0 there exists a neighbourhood U of w,, such that 
F(u) n V# @ for each u E U; 
(ii) upper continuous (u.c.) at ~1~ E W, if for each open set I/ in X 
containing F(w,), there exists a neighbourhood U of w0 with F(u) c V for 
each IA E U: 
(iii) closed at w0 if whenever xg E X and -‘c,, 4 F(w,), there exist 
neighbourhoods V of x,, and U of uaO, such that for u E U one has 
F(u)n V=@. 
Equivalently, F is l.c. at (w,, x0) if and only if any net (w,),, , with limit 
~~~~ in W has a subnet (~j,)~~~ such that there exists x, E F(wi) for j E J with 
(x,),~~ tending to x0. F is closed at kt’O whenever a net (( u’~, x,)),~, in the 
graph of F has a limit (~1~~ , x0) then x0 E F( wO). Moreover, we say that F is 
l.c. at \I’,, if F is l.c. at each (~7 ,,, .x0) with x0 E F( u’,), and F is continuous at 
u’. if it is both l.c. and U.C. at ~1~. For single valued multifunctious F with 
F(w,) # 0, lower continuity at w0 as well as upper continuity at w0 is 
equivalent to continuity at w0 of F as a function. 
Usually, in the literature, lower continuity is called lower semicontinuity 
and upper continuity is called upper semicontinuity. We have changed the 
names in order not to confuse these notions with the concepts of order 
lower and upper semicontinuity for functions as defined in [21] and 
Definition 1.2 and for multifunctions, see Definition 5.1 below. However, in 
Ref. [20] and elsewhere the closedness of multifunctions is called upper 
semicontinuity. 
Remark 1.1. Let F,, F2: W - X be multifunctions. Then the intersec- 
tion multifunction w --o F,(w) n F2(w) for w E W is U.C. at w,, if 
(a) F, is closed at IV,,, F, is U.C. at w0 with F2(wo) compact, and X is 
a Hausdorff space (T,) [22]; 
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(b) both Fi, F2 are U.C. at w0 with F,(w,) and F,(w,) closed and X is 
normal (7’,) [23]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F: W -_ X he U.C. at wO and let i? W - X be defined by 
F(w)= F(w)for U’E W. 
(a) Z’ X is a Hausdorff space (T,) and F( wO) is compact or if X is 
regular (T,), then F is closed at M’~,. 
(b) Z’X is regular ( T3) and F(w,) is compact or if X is normal ( T4) 
then F IS U.C. at wo. 
Let us observe that F is closed at wO whenever F is closed at wO as then 
F( wO) is closed and for any x0 E X\ F( wO) there exists open neighbourhoods 
U of wo, V of x0 with F(U) n V= @ hence F(u) n V= @ ,for each u E U. 
Proof: (a) Let (w;, Y~)~~, be a net in the graph of F with limit (w,, yO). 
If y0 # F(w,), we can find open sets U, I/ so that y, E U, F(w,) c V, and 
Un V= @, because X is a Hausdorff space and F(M’.o) is compact or X is 
regular. As F is U.C. at wO, we can find i, E I such that F(w,) c V for i > i,. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that y, E U for i> iO, thus 
yi$ F(w,) for i> i,, which is a contradiction. 
(b) If Q is an open set including F(w,), we can find an open set I’ 
with F(wO) c I’ and p c Q, ad F(w,) is compact and X is regular or X is 
normal. Then there is a neighbourhood U of w0 such that F(w) c V for any 
WE U. Hence F(w)c PcQ for any U’E U. 1 
The reader is referred to [ 13, 19, 22, 23-261 for details on mul- 
tifunctions. 
Following [21] we define semicontinuity with respect to a transitive 
relation P for mappings with values in topological spaces. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A mappingj! X + Y is said to be lower semicontinuous 
(1.s.c.) at x0 E X if PI’ of is a multifunction at (x,, f(xO)). Equivalently f is 
1,s.~. at x0 if for any neighbourhood I/ of f(q) in Y, there exists a 
neighbourhood U of x0 in X with f(U) c P= ( V) = P( V) u V. 
When Y is a topological vector space ordered by a convex, closed cone 
C, the above inclusion can be written f ( U) c V + C. The mapping .f is said 
to be 1.s.c. on a subset X0 of X if it is 1,s.~. at every point of X0. 
Similar definitions can be given for upper semicontinuity of mappings 
(u.s.c.) using the reverse relation P ‘. 
Observe that enlarging P to P= in Definition 1.2 ensures that continuous 
mappings are semicontinuous. 
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2. QUASI EFFICIENCY 
We assume in this section that the relation P on Y is open, i.e., that its 
graph is open in Y. This is the case if Y is a topological vector space and P 
is given by an open convex cone in Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that P is an open strict preorder, F is l.c. at 
bcO, f is I.s.c. on { wO} x F(w,), and C? is closed at ~1~. Then M is closed at w,,. 
Proof: Let ((i~,,y~));~, be a net in the graph of M with limit (w,,,y,). 
As C is closed at wO, we have y, E G(w,). If y, $ M(Jv,)) there exists 
j E G(w,) with y0 < Pj. Since P has an open graph, P(yO) is open and 
j E P(yO) n G(w,), we can find x E F( wO) with y0 < pf(~o, x). As F is l.c. at 
wO, there exists a subnet (iv,),,, of (w,);~, and a net (x.,),,, with limit x 
such that xi E F(w,) for each Jo J. Let U x V be a neighbourhood of 
(Yd (wcl, x)) contained in the graph of P. Since f is 1.s.c. at (w,, x) there 
exists k E J with f(wi, x,) E P( V) u V for j 3 k. Taking k large enough we 
may suppose that yj E U for j 3 k. Then, as P is transitive, for j 3 k we have 
yi < p,f(w,, x,), which is a contradiction. 1 
We have the following variant with the multifunction M,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that P is an open strict preorder, F is IL. at 
M’~, ,f is 1.x. on { wO} x F( w”), and G is closed at ~1~. Then M, is closed at 
Lt’o. 
The proof is analogous and even simpler as if y, $ M,(w,) we can find 
directly x E F(w,) with y, < p,f(~O, x). 1 
Let us observe that the closedness assumption on G can be verified under 
the hypothesis of Lemma 1.1 (a), in particular if f is continuous, F is U.C. at 
w0 with Y Hausdorff and F(wO) compact, or Y regular. 
Analogously we can show the following variant which does not suppose 
P is irreflexive. In the preceding proof we only secure that j fy,, 
J’(M’“, x)#y,, UnV=~,s~thaty,~U,f(w,,x,)~Vensurey~#f(w,,x,). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that Y is a Hausdorff space, P is an open 
transitive relation on Y, F is l.c. at wO, f is continuous on {w,} x F(w,), and 
c is closed (resp. G is closed) at wO. Then A4 (resp. M,) is closed at w,,. 
TakingX=Y,f: WxX+Ygivenbyf(w,x)=xforw~W,x~X, F=G 
or G we can write another variant of the above propositions, which 
includes Theorem 5.1 of [20], as under its assumptions the relation p 
defined by f(y) = int P(y) for y E Y is open (in fact, its graph is the interior 
of the graph of P) and transitive. Assuming as in [20] that ep(G(w,)) = 
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ep(G(w,)), one can replace P by p in the proposition below, and we get 
Theorem 5.1 of [20]. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that P is a transitive, open relation on Y and 
Y is a Hausdorff space or P is a strict preorder. Let G: W + Y he a relation 
and let A4 (resp. M,): W + Y be defined by M(w) = ep(G( w)) (MS(w) = 
e,(G(w))) for w E W. Then A4 (resp. MS) is closed at w,) whenever: 
(a) G (resp. G) is closed at w(,, 
(b) G is l.c. at wO. 
The following example shows that Proposition 2.3 is not valid with f 1.s.c. 
and that irreflexivity is essential in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let ,fi R -+ R be defined by f (x) = - 1 for x < 0, f(x) = 0 
for x 20. Define a transitive relation P on R by xPy if and only if 
2f (x) <y, for x, y E R. Then P has an open graph and f is 1s.~. at 0 with 
respect to P. Define P: C-1, l] -‘Iw byF(w)=[-l,w] for WE[-1, 11. 
Observe that G(w)= i-l} for WE[-l,O[, G(w)= {-1,O) for WE[O, l] 
and that the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 or 2.2 are fulfilled, except of 
the irreflexivity of P. Because M,(w) = M(w) = { - 1 } for w E [ - 1, O[ and 
M,y(w) = M(w) = (0) f or w E [IO, 11, neither M, nor M is closed at 0. 
Next observe that the assumption “P has an open graph” cannot be 
replaced by “P(y) is open for each y E Y” in the preceding propositions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let P be a strict preorder on R given by: xPy means 
.Y < y if x 3 0 and y < x if x < 0. Note that P(x) is open for any x E R but P 
is not open. Define the multifunction F: R -’ R by F(w) = {x: x 3 w} for 
WE R, and f is the identity function on R. F is l.c. at 0, closed at 0 but 
M,Jw)=M(w)=(21 for w>O and w~M,(w)=M(w) for w<O, hence 
neither M nor M, is closed at 0. 
Now we turn our attention to the closedness of the solution set. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that f is continuous, F is closed ut wg and l.c. 
at wO, and P is an open relation on Y, not necessarily transitive. If Y is a 
Huusdorff space or P is a strict preorder then S is closed at wO. 
Proof Let ((w,, x~))~~, be a net in the graph of S with limit (w,, x0). As 
F is closed at w0 we have x0 E F( wO). If x0 4 S( wO) then there exists z E F( wo) 
withf(w,,x,) <pf(wO,~)andf(w,,x,)#f(w,,z).SinceFisl.c.atw,, we 
can find a subnet (w,),~~ of (w~),~, and a net (zi)iEJ with limit z such that 
Z~E F(w,) for each jE J. As f is continuous and as the graph of P is open we 
have f (w,, xi) < p f(w,, zj) for j large enough. Since P is irreflexive or Y is a 
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Hausdorff space so that we can secure that f(w,, x,) #f(w,, z,) we obtain a 
contradiction with xi E S(W,). 1 
Proposition 2.5 contains Theorem 8 of [ 131 because the usual strict 
order < on R is an open relation, and Theorem 7.1 of [20] as under the 
assumptions of this theorem one may substitute for P the relation P, whose 
graph is the interior of the graph of P (see the comments preceding 
Proposition 2.4). 
Observe that continuity off cannot be replaced with lower semicon- 
tinuity off in Proposition 2.5. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let us define a closed and l.c. multifunction F: R’ -+ IR by 
F(w) = (x: x > w} for w E R. Then for Y = R with its usual strict order < 
and the 1.s.c. mapping f: R + IR given by f (x) = l/lx/ for x # 0, f (0) = 0 we 
have S(w) = {w} f or w > 0, S(w) = Qr for w < 0, hence S is not closed at 0. 
Now we turn to the upper continuity of M, M,, S. The following 
definition will be useful. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [27-301. A multifunction R: W + X is said to be com- 
pact at w0 if for each net ((w,, x~)),~~ in the graph of R with (w~)~~, tending 
to wO, there exists a converging subnet of (x,)~~, in X. 
The multifuction R is also said to be subcontinuous at w,, [25, 281; 
however, in [25] it is assumed that wj# wO, in Z, which would suffice for 
Lemma 2.1 below. 
The next lemma gives conditions ensuring the upper continuity of a mul- 
tifunction in terms of compactness of related multifunctions. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R: W -.- X be a multifunction closed at wO. If for any 
closed subset C of X disjoint from R(w,), the multifunction Rc given by 
R,(w) = R(w) n C,for WE W is compact at M’~, then R is U.C. at w,,. 
In particular if R is closed at w0 and compact at ujO then R is U.C. at w”. 
ProoJ: If R is not U.C. at wO, then there exists an open subset V of X 
including R(w,) and a net (wi, x~)~~, in the graph of R with (w~)~~, tending 
to wg and xi+ V for iE I. Then for the closed subset C = X\ V we have 
Cn R(w,)= @ and X,E R(w,)n C= R,.(w,) for ie1. As R, is compact at 
w0 we can find a converging subnet (x~)~~~ of (x~)~~,; let x0 be the limit of 
(x,),~~. Then X~E R(w,) because R is closed at wO, so X,E V for some jEJ, 
which is a contradiction. 1 
Now we are in a position to state some results about upper continuity of 
M, M,, S. Here we suppose again that P is a transitive open relation on Y. 
The following contains Theorem 7 of [ 131. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that Y is regular and G is continuous at wO. 
Then M is UC. at w0 under one of the following assumptions: 
(a) M, is compact at w0 for any closed subset C disjoint from M(w,), 
(b) G(w,) is compact. 
Proof: As G is U.C. at w0 and Y is regular, by Lemma 1.1(a) we get that 
G is closed at wO. Hence by Proposition 2.4 we obtain that M is closed at 
wO. Thus (a) is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.1. For (b) let us 
observe that G must be U.C. at w0 by Lemma 1.1(b). Since 
M(w) = M(w) n G(w) for u’ E W we get that M is U.C. at w0 by 
Remark 1.1(a). 1 
The following variant with M, follows from the fact that the mul- 
tifunction G: W 4, Y is closed at w0 if it is U.C. at wO, Y is regular, and 
G(w,) is closed (compare with Lemma 1.1 (a)). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that G is continuous at wO. Then M, is U.C. at 
w0 under one of the following assumptions: 
(a) G(w,) is closed and (M,),. is compact at w0 for any closed subset 
C disjoint from M,(w,) and Y is regular. 
(b) G( wO) is compact and Y is a Hausdorff space. 
Simple examples show that the continuity of F at w0 and the continuity 
off are not sufficient for ensuring the upper continuity of M at wO. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let W= R + , X= Y=R’, f: WxX+ Y be given by 
,f(~, x) = x for (w, x) E W x X. Define the multifunction F: W -.a X by 
F(w)= [IO, w-’ Ix]-co,01 for w#O and F(O)=R+x]-co,O]. Then F 
is continuous and for P on lR* given by aPb if and only if b - a E int rW: for 
a, b E R2, we have 
M(O)= [0, CD[ x {0) 
M(w) = [O, w- ’ ]x{0}u{w-‘}x]-Go,01 for w#O, 
so that M is not U.C. at 0 although it is closed at 0. 1 
The following proposition generalizes a classical result due to C. Berge 
[22, p. 1161; see [14, 171 as well. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that F is continuous at w0 with F(w,) compact 
andf is continuous. Then M, and S are UC. at w0 tf Y is a Hausdorff space, 
and if Y is regular M is also U.C. at wO. 
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Proof: The upper continuity of M, follows from Proposition 2.7 and 
that of M from Proposition 2.6. 
To see that S is U.C. at w0 observe that S(W)= {x:f(w, x)~M,(w)} n 
F(w) and apply Remark 1.1(a). 1 
3. EFFICIENCY 
In this section we assume that the relation P has a closed graph in Y x Y. 
This is the case if Y is a topological vector space, C is a closed convex cone 
in Y, and P is given by P(y) =y + C. 
Simple examples show that A4 and M, or S are not generally U.C. nor 
closed when the graph P is closed. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let W= [0, 11, X= Y= [w2, f: WxX+ Y being the 
second projection and F: W + X being defined by F(w) = {(t, (1 - t) w): 
t E [0, 111, a continuous multifunction. Then for the preorder on [w2 given 
by rW: we have 
M(w)=S(w)=F(w) for w#O 
MO)=W)= {(LO)), 
hence neither M= M, nor S is U.C. at 0 nor closed at 0. 1 
Note that even when F(w) is constant, f(w, x) = x, we may have that 
M= S is not closed-valued, hence not closed, as shown by the example: W 
arbitrary, X=Y=[w2, F(w)=R+x{O}u{(t, 1-t): tE[O, l]}, the preor- 
der on [w2 being given by rW:. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be continuous on {wO} x F(wO), and let 
Yo =f(w o, x0) E M,(w,). Then under the following assumptions M, is l.c. at 
two, Yoh 
(a) F is l.c. at (w,, x0); 
(b) F is closed at w,; 
(cl if ((Wit XJLE, is a net in the graph of F with limit ( wo, x0) and if 
zips verzfiesf(w,, x,) <pf(wj, zi) for each iEZ, then (z;)~~, has a con- 
vergen t subne t; 
(d) for each w in a neighbourhood W, of w. and each x E F(w) there 
existszEF(w) withf(w,x) <pf(w,z)andf(w,z)~M,(w). 
Proof: Let (w~)~., be a net with limit w. in W. As F is l.c. at (w,, x0) we 
can find a subnet (w,)/~~ and a net (x,)~,~ with limit x0 such that xj E F(w,) 
409’120’1-11 
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for each j E J. We may suppose that w, E I+‘, for each j E J, so there exists 
zIcF(wj) with f(wj,xi) cpf(wi,z,), f(w,,zi)~M,(wj) for jEJ. As 
zj~ S(wi), using (c), we have a converging subnet (zk)ktK of (z,),~~. As F is 
closed at w0 its limit z0 is in F(w,). Since the graph of P is closed andfis 
continuous we havef(w,, x0) < p,f(wo, zO). Thusf(w,, zO) =f(wo, x0) and 
y0 = lim,. Kf(wk, zk) with f(w,, zk) E M,( w,), so M, is l.c. at (w,, y,). u 
The following remark contains Theorem 7.2 of [20] as under its 
assumptions P restricted to some subspace Y, of Y is closed, which is suf- 
ficient for applying our proposition. 
Remark 3.1. Whenf’is injective on { wO} x F(wO) we also have that S is 
l.c. at (w,, x0) as z,, =x0 above. This is also the case if S(w,) = {xOj with 
any continu0us.f: 
We have the following variant of Proposition 3.1 including M as well. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the following assumptions M (resp. M,) is l.c. 
at two, yo) E M MP. (wo, yo) E M,): 
(a,) G (resp. G) is l.c. at (wO,~~O); 
(b,) G (uesp. G) is closed at ,ro; 
Cc01 if (Oc,3 Yj))jcJ is a net in the graph of G (resp. G) with limit 
(w,,y,) and zj~A4(w,) (resp. z,~M,(w,)) satisfies y, < pzj ,for each jE J 
then (z,),,~ has a convergent s&net; 
(d,) ,for each w in a neighbourhood W, of wO and each y E c(w) (resp. 
y E G(w)) there exists z E M(w) (resp. z E M,(w)) with y < p z. 
Remark 3.2. The key assumption (co) is satisfied in any topological 
vector space Y ordered by a closed convex cone C if G is U.C. at w0 and if 
(c’) below holds true: 
(c’) the filter base g = (G(w,) n (y,, + C + V): VE JV} is compact, 
i.e., each filter which is liner than B has a cluster point [27, 29, 303, where 
,V is the filter of neighbourhoods of 0 in Y. 
In fact it suffices that G verifies (c’) and the upper continuity condition: 
for each V/E ./lr there exists a neighbourhood U of w,, such that 
G( U) c G( wo) + I’. 
Proof: Let ( Vz)ie, be a base of N. Let (w,, yj)jEJ be a net in the graph 
of G with limit (w,, yO) and let z, E M(wj) with yj < p z, for each jE J. We 
can write 
zj=Yj+P, with p,~ C 
Yj=YO+“j with (q), t J converging to 0. 
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Let L = {(i, j) E Z x J: zj E G( w,,) + Vi}. It is a colinal subset of Z x J with the 
product order, since G is U.C. at wO. Let us write for k = (i(k),j(k)) E K 
zj(k) =yb + vk with y; E G(W,), ok E v,(k). 
Then Y; =yj(k) +Pj(k)- uk =Yo+P,ck,+ Uj(k)- uk and b’$)k,K is sub- 
ordinated [27] to the filter base { G(w,) n (y, + C + I’,): i E I). Thus 
bh)kc K has a converging subnet (Y;(,))~~~, and (zj(k(j))),,, converges as 
v,(,) is tending to 0. 1 
Assumption (d,) in Proposition 3.2 has been extensively studied in the 
literature, see [3-6, 8, 12, 201. Here we give another condition ensuring 
(do). It is adapted from an unpublished paper by C. Malivert. 
Remark 3.3. Suppose that B is a closed convex subset of a topological 
vector space Y ordered by a closed convex cone C with a compact base S. 
If e,(B) # @, then for each y E B, there exists e E e,(B) with y < p e. 
Proof By the Zorn-Kuratowski lemma it suffices to show that each 
totally ordered subfamily { yi}icl of P(y) (with y, < ,, yj if i <j) has an 
upper bound in P(y). Let h be a continuous linear form on Y such that 
h#O, S=Cnt’(l). Let hEe,(B). Put si=r,-‘(y,-y) with r;=h(y,-y) 
for i E I. 
When (Y;)~~, is bounded in R + we can find a converging subnet (rj)jtJ 
such that (s,)~~~ converges to some s in S. Then yj = y + r,sj converges and 
its limit is an upper bound of ( Y,)~,, and of (Y,),~,. 
When (r,),EJ tends to + cc for some subnet of (ri)ic, we can take a sub- 
net (Sk)kt,v of tSj)jtJ which converges to some s E S. Then, setting 
fk = h(yk - h) we get that (r; ‘tk)kE K tends to 1. Moreover, for k large 
enough we have t;’ E [0, 1 ] and 
zk :=h+ t;‘(yk-b)EB 
by convexity of B and 
zk=h+ t;‘rkr;‘(yk-y)+ t;‘(y-h) 
has limit h + s. Thus b + s E B, a contradiction with h E e,(B). B 
The following example shows that the assumption that the relation P is 
closed cannot be replaced by “P(y) is closed for every YE Y” in the 
previous propositions. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X = Y = [w and let P on Y be given by P(y) = y + [w + 
for y # 0 and P(0) = {O}. Let W = [0, 1 ] and let F: W + X be defined by 
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F(W) = [w, 1 ] for w E W. Then if f: W x X-+ X is the second projection we 
have M(w) = { 1) for w # 0 and M(0) = { 0, 1 }, so M is not l.c. at 0. i 
Let us observe that Theorem 5.2 of Ref. [20] is contained in 
Proposition 3.2 as its assumptions required conditions (a,), (b,), (d,), and 
the existence of some neighbourhood W, of w0 such that G( W,) is 
relatively compact, an assumption which clearly ensures condition (co). 
Simple examples show that this assumption may not hold while (co) is 
satisfied: this is the case with W= X= Y = R, F(w) = G(w) = - R + for 
WE w. 
Let us end this section by observing a simple fact which is true without 
any assumption on P. Here f: W x X -+ Y does not depend on its first 
variable and by abuse of notations we denote by $ X + Y the mapping 
x ~f(w, X) where w is arbitrary in W. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let P be an arbitrary relation on Y, X be a normal 
space, and F be KC. at w,, with F( wO) closed. Suppose that f: X + Y maps 
closed subsets into closed subsets. Then S is U.C. at w0 whenever M, is U.C. at 
w0 andf ~‘(M,(w,)) is closed. 
Proof. As f maps closed subsets into closed subsets and M, is U.C. at w0 
we have that f ' 0 M, is also U.C. at wO. As S(w) = (f-’ 0 M,)(w) n F(w) 
for w E W, S is the intersection of two multifunctions satisfying the 
assumptions of Remark 1.1(b) and therefore S must actually be U.C. at 
w 0. 
The next example shows that Proposition 3.3 is not valid with a con- 
tinuous mapping f: X + Y even if f is open. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let W= [ - 1, 11, X= [ - 1, scj[, and Y = [ - 1, 0] with 
its usual order. Consider the continuous multifunction F: W --c, X defined 
by F(w) = [w, w -‘] for w # 0 and F(0) = [0, cc [. Then for the continuous 
function f: X-t R given by ,f(x) = -x2 for x E [ - 1, 11, f(x) = - l/x for 
x3 1, we have 
and 
M(w)=M,(w)= {-w’} for w>O 
for wd0. 
Thus M, is U.C. at 0 (as a multifunction). But on the other hand the 
solution multifunction is not U.C. at 0 thoughf(F(0)) = [ - 1, 0] is closed as 
S(w) = {w, w-* } for w>O and S(w)= (0) for wd0. 
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4. NOTES ON THE SECOND DEFINITION OF MAXIMAL POINTS 
Let Y be a topological space endowed with a transitive relation P. 
We say that e E B, Bc Y, is maximal up to indifference (or in short 
i-maximal in B, and write e E e>(B)) if when ePb holds for some b E B then 
bPe. 
The above definition was used in [S, 7, S] for topological vector spaces 
ordered by a convex cone. 
We can define the corresponding multifunctions M, M,, S for the above 
definition of maximal points. Namely, if X, W are topological spaces, 
F: W + X is a multifunction, and f: W x X -+ Y is a given mapping we put 
for WE W 
M’(w) = eXf(w, F(w))) 
K(w) = 4(,f(w F(w))) =f(w S’(w)), 
where S’(w) is the set of x E F(w) such that there exist no x’ E F(w) with 
f( u’, x) Pf( w, x’) and not f( MI, x’) Pf( w, x). 
Simple examples show that the multifunctions M’, S’, 44; do not satisfy 
the corresponding results stated in Sections 2 and 3. 
The following is a counterexample corresponding to the results of Sec- 
tion 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let A’= Y= R, W= [l, co), let F: W -’ R be given by 
F(w)= {l -w-I, w-’ } for w E W, and let f be the second projection. Then 
for the open relation P defined on [w by P(y) = ] - 1, 1 [ for y E R, we have 
M’ = S’ = Mi and 
M’(w)= { 1 - wP’, wP’} for w#l, M’(l)= {0}, 
so these multifunctions are neither U.C. nor closed at 1. 1 
However, no such example can be constructed for a vector order in Y, as 
efficiency up to indifference coincides with effkiency for relations given by 
an open convex cone. Indeed, if P is given by an open convex cone C# Y 
and L = C n ( -C) is nonempty then L must be an open, convex cone with 
L = -L. Hence L = Y, as an open subspace in Y, which contradicts C # Y. 
Therefore L = @ and C is a pointed cone, which means e,(B) = e’,(B) for 
any subset Bc Y. 
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The next example shows that these multifunctions may not be l.c. under 
the assumptions given in Section 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let X= Y = I@, W= [0, cc [, and F W --I, X be given by 
F(w)={t(O,1)+(l-t)(w,O):t~[O,l]}forw~Wandletfbethesecond 
projection. Then for the closed preorder on R2 given by R + x R we have 
that M’ = S’ = ML and 
M’(w) = {(w, 013 for w#O, M’(O)= ((0, t): TV [0, l]}, 
so these multifunctions are not l.c. at 0. 1 
However, we can give some conditions under which M’, S’, A4; have 
some continuity properties. 
To this end, one can associate with any transitive relation P on Y a strict 
preorder P, by setting for any y, z E Y YP,~z if and only if yPz and not zPy; 
P, is easily seen to be transitive and irreflexive and 
e,(B) = 4(B) for any subset B c Y. 
In this way we have reduced the problems of continuity of M’, S’, A4; to 
the same problems with P,s instead of P. 
In particular, the results of Section 2 can be applied when Y is a 
topological vector space endowed with the preorder P given by a convex 
cone C such that D: = C/L is open, where L = Cn (-C). Then yP,%z 
means z - y E D, hence P,s is an open relation. 
5. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES WITH A MOVING PREORDER P 
The following result has sufficient generality for encompassing continuity 
properties of the multifunctions A4 and S at the same time. In order to 
reach this aim we have to allow the relation P on Y to depend on the 
parameter w. This possibility was also supposed in [20] and justified there 
by the fact that the preferences of the decision maker may be subject to 
changes with time or circumstances. 
Suppose that Q: W + Y x Y is a multifunction defining a strict preorder 
relation Qll. on Y for each w E W by YQ,~z if and only if (y, z) E Q(w), for 
y, z E Y. In other words yQ,+.z if and only if (w, y, z) E Q. 
Let us recall that by the topological lower limit of a multifunction 
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R: W + Y at w0 we understand the set lim, _ M,O inf R(w) of y E Y satisfying 
the condition 
for any neighbourhood V of y there is a neighbourhood U of w0 
such that R(w)n V#@ for any WE U; 
see, for instance, [22]. 
In other words lim, _ “o inf R(w) is the set of all YE Y such that R is l.c. 
at bb~). 
The following definition seems to be new. It is less restrictive than mere 
lower continuity; for a function it reduces to lower semicontinuity 
(Definition 1.2), and it is used extensively in [31]. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that a multifunction R: W -1 Y is order lower 
continuous with respect to Q (0.1.c.) on dom R at w0 if 
NW,) = lim inf Q;i(R(w)), w - n’g 
u,tdomR 
where, as before, Q,=(~)=Q,(y)u{y} for ye Y, and dom R= 
{WE w: R(w)#@}. 
Observe that if Q,,. = P for each w E W then R is 0.1.~. at w0 if and only if 
the following condition holds for each y E R(w,): 
for any neighbourhood V of y there exists a neighbourhood U 
of w,, such that P=(V) n R(w) # 0 for any w E U n dom R. 
Note that when P(V) is open for any open subset V of Y R is 0.1.~. at w0 if 
and only if the multifunction P: l o R is l.c. on dom R at wO. In particular 
when P is just equality, we recover the usual concept of lower continuity. 
The following lemma also shows that order lower semicontinuity is a 
combination of lower semicontinuity for relations and lower semicontinuity 
for mappings. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose F: W + X is l.c. at w,, on dom F, f: W = X + Y is 
I.s.c. on { wO} x F(w,), with respect to a transitive relation P on Y. Then 
G: W + Y given by G(w) =f(w, F(w)) is 0.1.~. at wO. 
Proof: Let y0 E G(w,) and let V be a neighbourhood of y, in Y. As f is 
1.s.c. at (w,, x,), where x0 E F(w,) is such that f(wo, x0) = yO, we can find 
neighbourhoods W, of w0 and X0 of x0 such that f(w, x) E P(V) u V for 
each (w, x) E W, x X0. As F is l.c. at (wO, x0) on its domain, there exists a 
neighbourhood W, of w0 contained in W, such that F(w)n X,, # 0 for 
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each w E W, n dom F. Thus for each w E W, n dom F we can find 
x E F(w) n X0 so that f( w,x)~G(w)nP=(V)#$3 u 
The following result is a generalization of Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that Q has an open graph and Q,,, is a strict 
preorder for each w E W. Let G: W -+ Y he a multifunction and let 
M(~)=e,~(G(w))andM,(w)=e~,,(G(w))forw~ W.IfGiso.l.c.atw,and 
G (resp. G) is closed at wO then II~~ (resp. M) is closed at w,,. 
Proof. Let ((WI,, ,v,))~~, be a net in the graph of M, (resp. M) with limit 
(wo, y,). As G (resp. G) is closed at wO, we have y, E G(w,) (resp. 
y, E G(w,)). Let us suppose that y0 4 M,( wO) (resp. y, $8 M(w,,)). There 
exists q, E G( w,,) (resp. To E G( wO)) with z. E QM,&yO) (resp. Z, E Q,,( yO)). As 
Q,,.” has an open graph we may suppose in each case that there exists 
z0 E G( wO) with z0 E Q,$.,,( yO). As 
G(vJ c lim inf Q;:l(G(w)) II’ - M’” 
w~domG 
we can find a subnet (w,),~~ of (w,),,, and nets (z~)~~~, (y;),EJ such that 
(Z/)/E”/ is converging to zO, yl E G(wj) and y,! E Q,,.,=(z,). As the graph of Q is 
open and ((w,,JJ,,z,~)),~., tends to (w,,y,,z,) we havezjEQ,,Jyj) forjak, 
with k E J large enough. By transitivity of Q,, we get y,’ E Q,(y,), y; E G(wi) 
for j > k, a contradiction with y, E eaWj( G( wj)) (or y, E egW,( G( w,))). 1 
Other results from Section 2 follow from Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.1. 
Let us prove here an analogue of Proposition 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Q c W x Y x Y be an open subset defining for each 
w E W a strict preorder Q, on Y, let a multifunction F: W --c, X be l.c. and 
closed at wO, and let the mapping f: W x X -+ Y be continuous. Then 
s: w--y Xgiven by S(w)= {xEF(w):f(w,~)Ee,~(f(w, F(w)))} for WE W 
closed at wO. 
Proof Let us denote by ,f;,.: X -+ Y the mapping given by 
,f,.(x) =f (w, x) for w E W, x E X. Let R: W --, Xx X be the relation given 
by R(w) = ( f,c x f,,,) -- ‘(QH.) for w E W. Then R has an open graph and for 
each w E W R,, is a strict preorder on X. Moreover x E S(w) iff 
x E e&F(w)). Thus the result follows from Proposition 5.1. 
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